The green sea urchin (*Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis*) is an important resource of the fishing industry in the State of Maine, where it currently ranks fourth by value. The commercial fishing industry began in the late 1980s as a result of expanding foreign markets. Landings reached a peak of more than 22,000 metric tons (t) in 1993. However, declining stock abundances have caused landings to diminish over the last decade, and in 2001, less than 5,000 t were landed (Chen and Hunter, 2003). Considering the economic importance of the fishery and its persistent decline in yield, it is essential that we establish an accurate quantitative assessment of the stock in order to develop an effective management plan.

The Maine Department of Marine Resources (DMR) has collected fishery-dependent information since the beginning of the state’s commercial fishery. This information, including catch and size-composition data, has formed the basis of most management decisions in the fishery. The fishery is currently managed through limited entry, a restricted number of opportunity days, and sea urchin size limits, in which legal-size sea urchins have a test diameter between 52 mm and 76 mm. The fishing grounds are divided into two management areas based on spatial and temporal variations in spawning (Fig. 1), in which management differs only by fishing seasons (Vadas et al., 2002).

Chen and Hunter (2003) conducted the first formal stock assessment for the Maine green sea urchin in 2001. Fishery-dependent data and sea urchin life history parameters were used to assess the population dynamics of the Maine urchin stock. A length-based stock assessment model was used with a Bayesian approach to determine probabilistic estimates of current stock biomass and exploitation rate. The study estimated that the current stock biomass was extremely low, about 10% of the virgin biomass. Only fishery-dependent data were available at the time the stock assessment was conducted, but in
2001 the DMR began an extensive fishery-independent survey program. This program generates large, spatially referenced, scientific data sets each year, which can be incorporated into stock assessments by using either fisheries population dynamics models or spatial analysis techniques.

Spatial statistics, also known as spatial statistics or geostatistics, encompasses a diverse group of techniques that can be used to model the spatial variability of a process, such as sea urchin density, to estimate the value at unobserved locations (Bailey and Gatrell, 1995; Petitgas, 2001). Spatial variability is routinely divided into two categories: first- and second-order effects, or similarly, large- and small-scale variability. Large-scale variability is the variation in the mean value of the process over the study area, whereas small-scale variability is the spatial dependence of the process, in other words the similarity between neighboring sites (Bailey and Gatrell, 1995).

Intrinsic second-order methods, along with kriging, have become the most popular geostatistical tools and are now commonly used to estimate exploited fish stock biomass (e.g., Simard et al., 1992; Petitgas, 1993; Pellier and Parma, 1994; Maravelias et al., 1996; Lembo et al., 1998; Maynou et al., 1998; Rivoirard et al., 2000; Petitgas, 2001). Two assumptions must be met to use intrinsic geostatistical methods: 1) independence between the variable and the region’s geometry and 2) stationarity (Petitgas, 1993; Warren, 1998; Rivoirard et al., 2000). If these assumptions are violated, we can attempt to modify the data to make them more applicable or we must use other spatial analysis techniques to estimate the spatial patterns.

Tessellation is a spatial analysis technique that investigates first-order, or large-scale, spatial variability of a process (Ripley, 1981; Bailey and Gatrell, 1995). Triangulated irregular networks (TINs), or Delaunay triangulation, are the simplest and most common tessellation technique, in which a three-dimensional surface of contiguous, non-overlapping triangles is created by linear interpolation of the variable. TINs are most commonly used for visualization purposes but can be used to estimate the biomass of a process (Simard et al., 1992; Guan et al., 1999). They have received limited use in fisheries stock assessment, however, because if a stock exhibits stationarity, second-order methods tend
to provide more precise biomass estimates, as well as a quantification of their variances (Simard et al., 1992; Bailey and Gatrell, 1995; Guan et al., 1999).

The objective of our study is to investigate the spatial trends in green sea urchin density using spatial analysis techniques to estimate stock biomass. In doing so, we address the suitability of second-order methods to analyze a fishery with a target species that is highly spatially variable over a large, complex study area. We compare biomass estimates from several techniques to address the suitability of TINs for biomass estimation in the green sea urchin fishery.

Materials and methods

Data collection and processing

Sea urchin density and size-frequency information were obtained from the 2001 pilot study for the State’s annual fishery-independent survey. The Department of Marine Resources conducted the survey in June and early July, after the fishing season had ended. The survey was restricted to rock and gravel habitats along the Maine coast and we used two modes of data collection, divers and video. In the first part of the study, divers sampled 144 sites according to a stratified random sampling design. The design consisted of 16 sites in each of 9 survey strata, where the width of a survey stratum was inversely proportional to the commercial landings in the region. At each site, SCUBA divers randomly sampled 30 quadrats (1 m² each) along three parallel linear transects set perpendicular to shore, for a total of 90 quadrats per site. The sampling intensity was divided equally among three depth zones: 0–5 m, 5–10 m, and 10–15 m. At each site, size-frequency data were obtained by randomly subsampling one quadrat in each depth zone, in which test diameters were measured for all individuals in the quadrat. An additional 148 sites were sampled, in a 15–40 m depth zone, with a video camera that recorded 10 quadrats (0.5 m² each) at each site. Because of the low sea urchin densities at these sites, test diameters were measured for all recorded specimens. Mean sea urchin density values were calculated for each site (n=292) and for each depth zone within a site (n=580). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test if there were significant differences in mean sea urchin density and test diameter among survey strata.

Five test diameter categories were created to more accurately represent the wide range of individual sea urchin weights. The categories were based on the state’s minimum and maximum size restrictions, allowing us to separately estimate the biomass of sea urchins that have not yet recruited to the fishery, sea urchins within the fishery, and sea urchins that have escaped the fishery. The minimum (50 mm) and maximum (80 mm) size limits for our study were set slightly wider than the those of the state, because, according to the fishery regulations, up to 10% of the catch can be illegal-size sea urchins. Size-frequency data from sampled quadrats were applied to the mean sea urchin density for the specific depth zone and site, to generate density values for each size category. Weight per sea urchin was calculated from the mean length of the category by using a length-weight relationship (Scheibling et al., 1999).

Spatial interpolation

A sample semivariogram, often abridged to variogram, was generated from mean sea urchin densities by site, to examine the second-order spatial variation in the data set. The sample variogram was calculated with the following equation (Bailey and Gatrell, 1995):

$$\gamma(h) = \frac{1}{2n(h)} \sum (z_i - z_j)^2,$$

where $S_i$ and $S_j$ = sampling point pairs with (x,y) coordinates;
$n$ = the number of sample point pairs;
$h$ = the distance between pairs; and
$z$ = mean urchin density for the sample.

Trends in the variogram provide insights into the viability of second-order methods for the sea urchin data.

Representations of the large-scale trends in sea urchin density were created by using Delaunay triangulated irregular networks (TINs) (ArcView 3.2a, 3D and Spatial Analyst Extensions, Redlands, CA). First, the sample points were plotted by using sea urchin density (m⁻²) as the z value. Second, each point was connected to the three nearest sites by linear interpolation, forming a continuous surface of nonoverlapping triangles (Fig. 2) (Bailey and Gatrell, 1995; Guan et al., 1999). Thus, the z value of any location within a triangular surface is based solely on the three nearest sites. TIN surfaces were generated for 40 different scenarios, according to the size category, depth zone, and management area, which minimizes variability and allows us to produce more realistic biomass estimates. Finally, using a customized C++ program,1 we modified each surface to include only areas of appropriate sea urchin habitat. The green sea urchin is most commonly found on rocky substrate in the shallow subtidal (Scheibling and Hatcher, 2001), and, accordingly, the original survey program was limited to areas with predominately rock or gravel substrata in areas less than 40 meters deep. Therefore, we used a map of surficial geology to identify areas of the correct substrate type (1:100,000 scale) (Kelley et al., 1997) and digital gridded bathymetry data to create a plot of 5-m isoline contours. The bathymetry data source consisted of digital bathymetry data sets from sources such as NOAA and the Naval Oceanographic Office (15 arc second resolution) (Roworth and Signell, 2002).

---

1 The C++ code used in this study is available upon request from the principal author (RCG).
To determine total sea urchin biomass \( (b) \) for each scenario, the volume beneath the modified TIN surface was calculated, from Riemann sums, and multiplied by the mean weight \( (w) \) according to the following equation:

\[
b = w \sum_{i=1}^{n} f(s_i)g,
\]

where \( s_i = \) the spatial location \((x,y)\) on an ASCII grid;

\( n = \) the number of grids squares;

\( f(s_i) = \) the TIN surface and corresponds to a \( z \) value for each grid cell; and

\( g = \) the grid cell size, which was 1.72 hectares for area 1 and 1.82 hectares for area 2.

Fishable biomass is defined as the biomass of all legal-size sea urchins and is simply the subset of the total biomass corresponding to legal-size sea urchins. Exploitable biomass corresponds to the legal-size sea urchins that are available to the fishery. Some areas included in this study may not be subject to fishing pressure because of geographic isolation or low sea urchin densities. Because information on historical fishing grounds is insufficient, exploitable biomass was estimated by using a threshold density value. Only areas with densities greater than the threshold were included in the exploitable biomass estimates.

Two different types of threshold values were tested: 1) a threshold based on total sea urchin density and 2) a threshold based on the density of legal-size sea urchins. The threshold values make different assumptions about the fishery: method 1 assumes that fishermen target areas based on total sea urchin densities, whereas method 2 assumes that fishermen target areas based on the density of legal-size sea urchins. Interviews were conducted with state sea urchin biologists and fishermen to determine an appropriate threshold value. The reported threshold values, the minimum total sea urchin biomass, are the same for both methods.
urchin density that could attract fishermen, ranged from 20–50 sea urchin/m². For the first scenario, the mean density from the range of recommended values, 35 sea urchin/m², was selected. Therefore, the biomass of legal-size sea urchins was calculated only in areas where total sea urchin density was equal to or greater than 35/m². For the second scenario, we estimated that commercial divers target areas that have greater than 10 legal-size sea urchins/m².

Estimation of uncertainty and stock assessment

Because information on uncertainty cannot be directly obtained from the TIN method, cross validation was employed to approximate uncertainty in the estimation process. Cross validation involves randomly removing a site from a data set and predicting its value based on the other data points using the TIN process (Bailey and Gatrell, 1995). Residuals, or prediction errors, are calculated between the predicted and true values at the site. The process is repeated n times, resulting in an observed set of n prediction errors, or residuals. The frequency distribution and spatial distribution of residuals provide insights into the accuracy of the model; an ideal model would have a mean residual value of 0 and positive and negative residuals would be distributed randomly over the study area.

Sea urchin biomass values were also calculated with the arithmetic mean to provide comparisons with the spatially derived estimates. For total biomass, mean sea urchin densities by survey strata were multiplied by a spatially derived area estimate of suitable sea urchin habitat (<40 meters in depth) in the strata and the mean sea urchin mass per strata. Fishable biomass was calculated the same way but sea urchin density values were scaled by the proportion of legal-size sea urchins in the stratum. Finally, exploitation rates, or the ratio of commercial landings to the exploitable biomass estimates, were calculated to facilitate comparison with the results generated from the population dynamics stock assessment and a recent study on biological reference points (Chen and Hunter, 2003; Grabowski and Chen, 2004).

Results

Sea urchin density and size frequency, which were used to calculate biomass, varied considerably along the coast of Maine. Density (number of sea urchins/m²) differed significantly among survey strata (P<0.05; ANOVA), showing a general large-scale trend of increasing density from stratum 1 to 9 (Table 1). Density also varied by depth; the sea urchin density in the 15–40 m depth zone was 0.32 sea urchins/m², significantly lower than those of the three shallow (<15 m) depth zones (P<0.05, t-test), which each had approximately 9.50 sea urchins/m². Sea urchin test diameter varied from 3 mm to 114 mm (mean at 35.90 mm). Test diameter differed significantly among survey strata (P<0.05; ANOVA), in which strata 3 and 5 had the largest (Table 2). No meaningful trend was evident in the sample variogram, which showed a pure nugget effect (Fig. 3). This result indicates that the sea urchin density data were too spatially variable to be analyzed by intrinsic small-scale methods.

Total sea urchin biomass was estimated at approximately 250,000 metric tons (t), and legal-size sea urchins accounted for 165,000 t (Fig. 4). Most of the biomass was found in management area 2, which accounted for over 75% and 80% of the total and fishable biomass, respectively (Table 3). For both estimates, biomass varied by depth, being highest in the 0–5 m depth zone and lowest in the 15–40 m depth zone (Fig. 5).

The two methods used to estimate exploitable biomass produced different biomass estimates with unique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Stratum</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>10.63</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>11.29</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>14.13</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>12.52</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>10.06</td>
<td>17.59</td>
<td>1530</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>13.85</td>
<td>1498</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>20.38</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>34.45</td>
<td>44.03</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Quadrat density counts (/m²) for the green sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) by management area and survey strata. Sample size, n, is the number of quadrats observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Stratum</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>38.69</td>
<td>21.07</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>39.01</td>
<td>22.19</td>
<td>627</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>45.25</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>855</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>32.99</td>
<td>19.82</td>
<td>1148</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>29.25</td>
<td>17.56</td>
<td>1034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>39.87</td>
<td>16.23</td>
<td>1734</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>47.23</td>
<td>16.07</td>
<td>1283</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>42.11</td>
<td>16.86</td>
<td>2567</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>28.84</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>5263</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Sea urchin test diameter (mm) for green sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) subsampled in the fishery-independent survey program.
Table 3

A summary of 2001 biomass estimates and 2000-2001 landings, in metric tons, for the Maine green sea urchin fishery. Biomass estimates for the TIN method and arithmetic mean were generated in this study, whereas the population dynamics estimates are from Chen and Hunter (2003). Area 1 consists of strata 1–3 and area 2 consists of strata 4–9. When possible, 95% confidence intervals are included, in italics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Area 1</th>
<th>Area 2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIN method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total biomass</td>
<td>45,868</td>
<td>204,304</td>
<td>250,172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishable biomass</td>
<td>39,060</td>
<td>126,725</td>
<td>165,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploitable biomass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 1</td>
<td>3645</td>
<td>5793</td>
<td>9438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 2</td>
<td>10,886</td>
<td>12,069</td>
<td>22,955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total biomass</td>
<td>47,933</td>
<td>290,954</td>
<td>338,887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishable biomass</td>
<td>24,241</td>
<td>90,185</td>
<td>114,426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(21,575–27,287)</td>
<td>(85,144–95,144)</td>
<td>(106,719–122,723)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population dynamics</td>
<td>6550</td>
<td>8452</td>
<td>15,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4041–9450)</td>
<td>(5866–11,701)</td>
<td>(10,307–21,151)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000–2001 landings</td>
<td>2148</td>
<td>3213</td>
<td>5361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*2000 value.

Spatial distributions. Exploitable biomass estimates for method 2 were more than 2 times greater than those for method 1 (Table 3). With method 1, legal-size sea urchins were concentrated in the northeastern corner of management area 2, but with method 2, they were concentrated in the northeastern portion of area 1 and the central portion of area 2 (Fig. 6). Exploitable sea urchin biomass showed different patterns by management area and depth than did total biomass and fishable biomass (Fig. 5). For example, management area 1 had a larger share of the total exploitable biomass, 39% or 47%, for methods 1 and 2, respectively, and this biomass was almost exclusively found in the 0–5 m depth zone, accounting for 98% or 93%, respectively, of the area’s biomass.

TIN biomass estimates were similar to ones produced with the arithmetic mean but were higher for total biomass and lower for fishable biomass. Exploitation rates for method 1 were estimated at 0.59 and 0.55 for management areas 1 and 2, respectively, and 0.20 and 0.27 for method 2, respectively. Exploitation rates
from the population dynamics modeling approach were 0.38 and 0.57 (2000) for management areas 1 and 2, respectively.

Cross validation of sea urchin density surfaces yielded a mean residual of 0.50 (median=0, standard deviation=1.86, skewness=2.80, n=60) (Fig. 7). Residuals were greatest in regions with the highest spatial variability, such as sites within depth zones 1 and 2 and in the eastern survey strata.

Discussion

Spatial variability and distribution

The objective of this study was to investigate the spatial variability in green sea urchin density to estimate the biomass of the Maine stock. However, several factors limited the choice of spatial statistical approaches that could be used to assess the fishery. In particular, the physical structure of the study area, the dependence of sea urchin variables upon the environment and a high degree of small-scale spatial uncertainty make small-scale approaches inappropriate.

First, the study area was neither uniform nor continuous. Because the aim of the fishery-independent survey program was to assess the whole population of sea urchins in Maine, the study area had to span the entire coastline. Consequently, the study area encompassed many features that create discontinuities in a spatial model at varying, yet relatively small, spatial scales. These features included the highly indented coastline, the presence of several hundred islands and the exclusion of regions because of environmental constraints. Second, green sea urchin variables were not independent of the study area; rather, they were dependent on several environmental, ecological, and anthropogenic factors. In particular, depth, substrate type,
benthic algal presence, and the presence and level of fishing or predatory activity all greatly affect urchin density, growth rates, and size frequency (Vadas et al., 1986; Scheibling and Hatcher, 2001). Mean sea urchin density and size frequency were not constant over the study area (Tables 1 and 2). Density exhibited large-scale spatial trends along the coast, which are related, at least, to depth and fishing activity. The eastward increase in total sea urchin density along the coast corresponded well with the historical patterns of commercial sea urchin fishing in the State of Maine (Table 1). The fishery began in the southwest, but as sea urchin densities dropped in those regions, the fishery steadily progressed northeastward along the coast. Spatial patterns in density by depth (0−15 m vs. 15−40 m) may have been caused, in part, by the difference in sampling techniques, yet the magnitude of the differences and support from ecological studies indicate that there is a pattern. Finally, sea urchin densities varied dramatically on small spatial scales—variations on the order of one magnitude within the same habitat, and sometimes only meters apart, are not uncommon (Scheibling and Hatcher, 2001). This variability was evident in the variogram analysis, which showed no meaningful small-scale spatial structure and thus no stationarity (Fig. 3).

We were interested in identifying a spatial statistical approach that would generate reasonable estimates of stock biomass. The numerous discontinuities in the study area, the dependence of variables on ecological factors, and the high spatial variability indicated that an intrinsic spatial statistical approach was not appropriate for the investigation. Therefore, we needed an approach that was geared towards the detection and modeling of large-scale variability and that also exhibited some robustness to discontinuities caused by the indented coastline, islands, and habitat constraints. We believe the TIN approach used in this study satisfies these requirements, and, additionally, allows for varying levels of resolutions, with finer resolution in high density sampling areas.

**Biomass estimates**

We calculated exploitable biomass in two different ways because of the different assumptions they make about the fishery. Method 1 assumes that fishermen target areas based on total sea urchin density, whereas method 2 assumes that fishermen target areas based on the density of legal-size sea urchins. The spatial distributions of legal-size sea urchin density, which were used to calculate exploitable biomass, were distinctive and showed little overlap between methods (Fig. 6). The spatial distributions appear to reflect different aspects of the sea urchin fishery. When the threshold was based on total density (method 1), exploitable biomass was

---

**Figure 6**

Final spatial representations of the density of exploitable green sea urchins (*Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis*). Top row, method 1: threshold was based on total sea urchin density. Bottom row, method 2: threshold was based on legal-size sea urchin density. Left column, eastern portion of management area 1; middle column, central portion of management area 2; right column, northeastern corner of management area 2.
Figure 7
Spatial distribution of residuals and frequency distribution, insert (median=0, standard deviation=1.86, skewness=2.80, n=60), from the cross-validation study that addressed uncertainty in the TIN estimation process for estimating biomass for the green sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) fishery.

concentrated in the eastern corner of management area 2, which is the most northeastern location on the coast of Maine. This area has high total sea urchin densities, but relatively low densities of legal-size adults, and is an important location for the trawling industry. When the threshold was based on the density of legal-size sea urchins (method 2), however, exploitable biomass was concentrated in the eastern portion of management area 1 and the central portion of area 2. These regions have lower average sea urchin densities, but higher percentages of legal-size adults, and are key fishing grounds for the state’s dive-based fishery.

Because the two methods reflected different aspects of the fishery, it is not surprising that they produced different estimates of exploitable biomass (Table 3). Nevertheless, these estimates did not differ considerably from those of the population dynamics model. The spatial analysis estimates bordered the ones derived from the population dynamics model; method-1 estimates were smaller than those derived from the population dynamics model whereas method-2 estimates were larger. The biomass estimates were similar despite the fact that they were derived from different models (spatial analysis and population dynamics model) using entirely different data sources (fishery-independent and fishery-dependent).

The status of a fishery is often determined by comparing the current fishing mortality or stock biomass with biological reference points (BRPs) (Hilborn and Walters, 1992). The previous stock assessment study estimated that the sea urchin stock biomass in Maine is only about 10% of the virgin biomass, implying that the fishery has been severely overfished. A preliminary investigation into BRPs recently estimated a BRP $F_{0.1}$ for the urchin fishery, based on a yield per recruit analysis, and concluded that estimates of the current exploitation rate are much higher than the BRP, which means that the fishery is being overfished (Grabowski and Chen, 2004). However, when we compare the TIN exploitation rates with the preliminary mean BRP $F_{0.1}$, which ranged from 0.37 to 0.43 depending upon uncertainty levels, we get an unclear assessment of the stock status. The fishery is being drastically overfished according to method 1, but is healthy according to method 2. We believe that the assessment generated by method 2 was unrealistically optimistic, considering the results from the stock assessment and the decade-long declining trend in landings.

Uncertainty and further studies

The TIN method was an appropriate spatial statistical approach for estimating biomass for the sea urchin fishery; however, a disadvantage of this technique is that there is no straightforward method to estimate the uncertainty in the biomass estimates. Because the technique does not incorporate a variance structure into the estimation process, we could not directly estimate uncertainty. Therefore, we used cross-validation to approximate the uncertainty associated with the TIN method (Fig. 7). We found that the mean residual did not equal zero, indicating that there is a global bias in the TIN surfaces and that biomass estimates were likely overestimated (Simard et al., 1992). This bias was most likely caused...
by a combination of the underlying patterns in spatial variability, the linear interpolation method employed in TIN formation, and the effects of sample selection in the cross-validation study. There are several possible ways to reduce the bias in the estimation process, such as incorporating a smoothing function or weighting based on neighbors into the TIN model. This procedure would not completely address uncertainty, however, because it would only acknowledge uncertainty in the TIN estimation process. To obtain confidence intervals for biomass estimates, we needed to incorporate uncertainty in mean density and in TIN estimation. We are currently investigating methods to estimate confidence intervals, such as using a Monte Carlo simulation approach. A thorough examination and quantification of uncertainty is beyond the scope of this article.

In this study, we identified a basic approach for investigating spatial patterns, and estimating stock biomass in situations where second-order methods are inappropriate. The TIN technique generated realistic biomass estimates that are similar to those derived with other approaches, but before we can recommend this technique for the green sea urchin fishery, several points must be addressed. First, the two methods used to estimate exploitable biomass must be integrated because they reflect different aspects of the fishery and result in different stock assessments. Second, a process must be established to estimate threshold levels because they have a large control over exploitable biomass estimates. Finally, a technique must be developed to estimate uncertainty in biomass. We would also recommend further investigations into tracking fishing pressure and identifying its effects on the benthic ecosystem and the spatial distribution of sea urchins.
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